Superlearning Webinars
We now know that learning can actually be better online. With just some minor guidance and
encouragement people can learn complex courses and grow intellectually and vocationally. Desire’
Dubounet has spent over 40 million dollars on developing a special Superlearning entertaining massive
set of courses in natural and energetic medicine.
These Superlearning Webinars are made of standardized material grounded on evidence based
concepts. The highest form of due diligence, professionalism and efficiency was used to make such
education. This body of certified health care education uses and embraces quantum physics, Buddhist
philosophy, the wisdom of the ages, and other more Nuevo techniques, but yet all with evidence based
concepts. We must be humble and respect what we do not know but still a due diligence must be
observed to find real evidence and validation for what we teach and use with patients and ourselves.
We offer Training in how to help people learn how to be a health care professional or just an asset to
society. Hundreds of hours of entertaining training videos and over one hundred certified medical
university textbooks.
And how do you pay Desire’ for doing this massive astounding humanitarian project??? Desi lets you pay
in Good Karma. Yes this astounding feat of humanitarianism and grace of this enlightened intellect is
going to change the world. As Karma becomes more of a way to pay, and as we broaden our science to
include humility, quantum, mind power, enlightenment, energetic medicine and much more.
To do any of these courses watch the movies on this site and read the textbooks. Get a mentor to help
guide you and encourage you. Answer the questions and let the mentor or a staff person grade your
paper. If you wish to just watch and learn do so and realize there is always an unconscious contract to
pay with Good Karma.
Do this for Continuing education, license, certification, or for a degree. Then you need to pay the staff
for record keeping and office regulations of your license, certification, diploma or degree. To do this ask
the staff for help or prices for certificates.
So Welcome to the New World of Education. Superlearning Webinars

